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The Grand Tour has finally hit the UK. The new BBC series, created

by Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May, is on
different UK channels than in the US, and despite my slightly

whiny complaints about the US version of the show (which should
be heavily edited, but not longer than 15 minutes), I found this

show very entertaining. I didn’t, however, enjoy it quite as much
as the first episode. The first episode was fun because it showed
the crew driving across Europe in a modern Fiat Ducato. We saw

clips of the tough testing we put the car through (no, I don’t know
what the conditions were like, but I bet they were rough). This
time around, we go to South Africa. I know that the series is

supposed to be for 3 seasons, but I think they’re cutting it a little
short. Instead of driving across Europe for 3 seasons, we’ll be

driving across the Outback for 1 season. I will say that all of the
places we see should look fantastic, but the time spent is not

nearly as long as in Europe. We’ll take the train from Botswana to
Cape Town. We should be able to make it from there to Durban
and Johannesburg. Then we’ll get a bus from Johannesburg to

Cape Town and spend about 2 days touring through the stunning
beauty of the Outback. It will be very interesting to see how the
crew deals with driving across the S.A. with hundreds of miles of
open savannah, and how they deal with a lack of highway speed

limits. I have to admit that I’m a little concerned about it,
considering that the three men who make up the new Top Gear

had a very rough time dealing with the law of the United States. I
was hoping that the new Top Gear crew would be a little more
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careful, but I can’t imagine them being too different from the old
Top Gear crew. 6d1f23a050
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